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Abstract 

Schizophrenia is one of the most debilitating psychiatric disorders worldwide. Symptoms 

of the disorder typically manifest during adolescence and are so multi-faceted that Schizophrenia 

is considered to be a spectrum disorder. Sex differences in symptom onset, progression, and 

severity have been observed, with male individuals having a higher predisposition to the disorder 

as well as an earlier age of onset compared to females. Currently, a definitive etiology for the 

disorder has not been identified. However, literature suggests that a dysregulation of glutamate 

signaling, with specific emphasis on N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) function in the 

brain, is linked to schizophrenia (Delisi et al., 2006; Moghaddam & Javitt, 2012; Plitman et al., 

2014). Alterations in receptor function may be a result of environmental factors influencing gene 

expression of receptor subunits such as GRIN1 and GRIN2A during key neurodevelopment 

periods. To further investigate the etiology of schizophrenia and associated sex differences, the 

goal of the study was to assess the effects of ketamine on temporal gene expression alterations of 

GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the prefrontal cortex of adolescent, Long-Evans rats. Male and female 

rats received ketamine (30 mg/kg, i.p.) or saline injections for ten days (PND 40-49). Following 

administration, rats were euthanized at postnatal days 50, 55, 60, or 65 and brains were extracted 

to assess gene expression. The major findings were a main effect of timepoint and a 3-way 

interaction between treatment, sex, and timepoint for GRIN1 indicating complex alterations in 

gene expression following exposure. Results from this study add to a growing body of literature 

highlighting the intricate pathophysiology of schizophrenia and need for continued research into 

the etiology of the mechanism underlying the disorder.  

Keywords: Schizophrenia, Ketamine, NMDA Receptors, Prefrontal Cortex, GRIN1, GRIN2A, 

Long Evans Rats. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Schizophrenia  

Schizophrenia is one of the most debilitating psychiatric disorders, affecting 

approximately 1% of the human population worldwide (Vos et al., 2017). Its symptoms can be 

characterized into three major categories: negative symptoms (loss of function), positive 

symptoms (gain of function), and cognitive dysfunction. Common symptoms of schizophrenia 

include anhedonia, delusions/hallucinations, and disruption of executive ion (Donegan et. al., 

2020; Balu, 2017). Although the symptoms of schizophrenia can be categorized, the nature of the 

disorder is far from simple. According to the National Institutes of Mental Health, schizophrenia 

is a late onset disorder meaning that symptoms do not typically present until late adolescence or 

early adulthood (National Institute of Mental Health, 2022). In addition, gender differences have 

also been observed, with men having a higher predisposition along with an earlier age of onset 

compared to women (Ochoa et al., 2012; Li, R. et al., 2016). Men are typically diagnosed in their 

early 20’s and women in their late 20’s to early 30’s. Symptom presentation is also different 

between genders such that men present a higher tendency toward negative symptoms and lower 

social functions, while women have a higher propensity to affective symptoms (Wickens et al., 

2018; Li, R. et al., 2016). 

Current Treatment Options  

Current treatments available to mitigate symptoms of schizophrenia include a combination of 

psychotherapeutic and pharmacological therapies (Kane & Correll, 2010). Psychotherapeutic 

approaches focus on ensuring patients continuously follow treatment recommendations, increase 

adaptive functions, and build group support, while pharmacological approaches focus on 

regulating symptoms that are present due to neurological abnormalities. Common 
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pharmacological treatment options involve the prescription of mood stabilizers, typical 

antipsychotics (e.g. haloperidol, chlorpromazine, loxapine), or atypical antipsychotics (e.g. 

aripiprazole, risperidone, clozapine; Kane & Correll, 2010; Patel et al., 2014). Despite there 

being current treatment options for schizophrenia, evidence suggests that the efficacy and 

tolerability of current treatment options is substandard compared to treatment options for other 

mental disorders. In fact, only 40% of individuals with schizophrenia can fully recover by 

continuously using both pharmacological and therapeutic approaches (Vita & Barlati, 2018). The 

need for better treatment options for this disorder is necessary; however, given the complexity of 

the disorder, developing new treatment options may mean having a better understanding of the 

pathophysiology of the disorder (Patel et al., 2014).  

Dopamine Theory of Schizophrenia 

Current understanding for the disorder stems from knowing the mechanisms of action for 

current medications. Some of the antipsychotic medications target the neurotransmitter 

dopamine, leading to the proposition that schizophrenia is a result of excess dopamine in the 

brain (Dopamine theory) (Brisch, 2014). Dopamine possesses a variety of functions and is 

comprised of complex, interconnected pathways. Two of the major pathways examined for 

schizophrenia are the mesolimbic pathway and the mesocortical pathway. The mesolimbic 

pathway begins in the ventral tegmental area and connects the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, 

hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex and is involved in executive functions and regulating 

motivational behavior (Alcaro et al., 2007). The mesocortical pathway is composed of 

dopaminergic neurons that project from the ventral tegmental area to the prefrontal cortex of the 

brain to assist in the regulation of cognitive function, executive function, and emotional 

regulation (McCutcheon et al., 2019).  
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Antipsychotic medications are effective at treating the positive symptoms of schizophrenia 

because they are dopamine antagonists, partially blocking dopamine signaling in the central 

nervous system (Li, P. et al., 2016). However, high doses of antipsychotic drugs can cause 

adverse side effects similar to those in Parkinson’s Disease (involuntary muscle contraction and 

facial movement), which is caused by insufficient amounts of dopamine (Li, P. et al., 2016). 

Further, the prescription of a dopamine agonist such as L-Dopa, which is often used to treat 

people with Parkinson’s Disease, can produce schizophrenia-like symptoms such as 

hallucinations and delusions in some patients, suggesting that dopamine levels in the brain must 

be carefully maintained within an optimal therapeutic window (Carey et al., 1995; Moskovitz et 

al., 1978). Despite these original, simplistic observations, it quickly became clear that the 

dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia provided neither a full understanding of the causes nor 

treatment of negative symptoms of the disorder, and thus required further investigation. While 

research indicated that the positive symptoms are primarily produced by dopamine hyperactivity 

(too much dopamine) in the mesolimbic system (Shen et al., 2012; O’Donnell & Grace, 1998), it 

is now thought that the negative and cognitive symptoms are produced by dopamine hypoactivity 

within the mesocortical system (Shen et al., 2012). 

Although the dopamine theory of schizophrenia provides much insight into the disorder, the 

theory alone is not sufficient in establishing a clear etiology for schizophrenia. In fact, a portion 

of individuals with schizophrenia have a disease process that must be mediated by something 

other than excess dopamine. This is further supported by the fact that 34% of individual’s with 

the disorder have treatment resistant schizophrenia (TRS), meaning that they experience a 

persistence of symptoms despite two or more trials of antipsychotic medications (Potkin et al., 

2020).  
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Glutamate Theory of Schizophrenia 

 The mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways are complex systems that are composed of 

more than just dopamine neurons. The activity of the dopamine neurons in these pathways are 

directly and indirectly mediated by glutamatergic neuron connections (Morales & Root, 2014). 

Glutamate is the most abundant and widespread excitatory neurotransmitter in the central 

nervous system and the role of glutamate in the human brain is fundamental for mechanisms 

such as neuroplasticity, exocytosis, and excitatory neurotransmission (Moghaddam & Javitt, 

2012). It is especially important during key neurodevelopmental periods such as adolescence, as 

this period is characterized by the stabilization of synapses and fine-tuning of excitatory 

neurotransmitter systems to increase efficiency of neural function (Larsen & Luna, 2018). Given 

the various yet specific functions of glutamate in the central nervous system, it is crucial for 

specific levels of glutamate to exist in appropriate synapses at correct times (Plitman et al., 

2014). Additionally, elevated glutamate levels can result in glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity—

neural cell death caused by overexcitation due to elevated levels of glutamate (Moghaddam & 

Javitt, 2012). Glutamate excitotoxicity may be responsible for observed neuroanatomical 

difference between neurotypical individuals and individuals with schizophrenia. Structural 

magnetic resonance imaging studies indicate that in individuals with schizophrenia, there is 3% 

brain tissue loss that increases progressively across the lifespan; this reduction in brain tissue is 

observed mostly in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus (Delisi et al., 2006). 

Glutamate Pharmacology 

The excess amount of glutamate in the brains of individuals with schizophrenia is 

believed to be attributed to a hypofunction of a glutamate receptor (Balu, 2016). All 

neurotransmitters in the brain function by binding to two classes of receptors: ionotropic and 
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metabotropic. In the case of glutamate, there are several ionotropic receptors, which function via 

calcium gated channels, that it can bind to. Three of these receptors are N-methyl-d-aspartate 

receptors (NMDA), α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxaole-4-propionate receptors (AMPA), and 

kainite receptors. Similarly, glutamate can also bind several different metabotropic receptors 

(group 1 (mGLUR1 and mGLUR5), group 2 (mGluR2 and mGluR3), and group 3 (mGluR4, 

mGluR6, mGluR7, and mGluR8), which function through the activation of biochemical cascades 

that lead to the modification of proteins like ion channels (Traynelis et al., 2010). However, in 

the case of schizophrenia, the hypoactivity of the NMDA receptor is of particular importance. 

The hypofunction of the glutamate receptor has been attributed to the hypoactivity of the 

NMDA receptor. This theory was derived from the observation that NMDA receptor antagonist 

drugs (ketamine, PCP, MK-801) induce schizophrenia-like symptoms in both animals and 

humans (Plitman et al., 2014). In addition, anti-NMDA receptor encephalitis, which is an 

autoimmune disorder that attacks NMDA receptors, can present symptoms that are similar to 

schizophrenia, such as psychosis and some cognitive deficits (Kayser & Dalmau, 2016).  

NMDA receptors are made up of multiple subunits including GluN1, GluN2(A-D), and 

GluN3 (A-B). The subunits combine in heterotetrametric ways with each receptor being 

comprised of a combination of two GluN1 subunits with either two GluN2 (GluN2A-D), or some 

combination of GluN2 and GluN3 (A-B) (Yamamoto et al., 2015). Crucially, the expression of 

these receptor subunits varies across the lifespan. GluN1 is expressed throughout the brain and is 

present during the entire lifespan. In humans and rodents, GluN2A is expressed at high levels 

during postnatal development and continues to rise till adolescence, at which point its levels 

begin to plateau in the frontal cortex (Bar-Shira et.al., 2015; Balu, 2016). The expression, 

functionality, and affinity of NMDA receptor subunits is directed by specific genes. GluN1 
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subunit is encoded by GRIN1, GluN2A-D is encoded by GRIN2A-D, and GluN3A-B is encoded 

by GRIN3A-B. Changes to the subunit gene expression could underlie the hypofunction of 

NMDA receptors in the brains of individuals with schizophrenia (Hemby et al., 2002).  

Neurocircuitry  

The mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways are composed of glutamatergic and 

dopaminergic neurons leading a vastly complex circuitry. In the mesolimbic system, dopamine 

levels are relatively low in neurotypical individuals compared to individuals with schizophrenia. 

In a normal mesolimbic circuit, there is a glutamate (excitatory) neuron that projects from the 

cortex and fires onto an inhibitory interneuron. This inhibitory interneuron then sends signals to 

dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to decrease firing, which results in lower 

levels of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens (Howes et al., 2015; McCutcheon et al., 2020). In 

individuals with schizophrenia, the decreased function (hypofunction) of NMDA receptors on 

the inhibitory interneuron prevents the firing of the inhibitory interneuron, resulting in increased 

firing of dopaminergic neurons in the VTA, raising dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens. 

This accounts for the dopamine hyperactivity (too much dopamine) in the mesolimbic system 

(Howes et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2012). 

 In the mesocortical system of a neurotypical individuals, levels of dopamine are 

relatively high compared to levels in individuals with schizophrenia (Howes et al., 2015). In the 

mesocortical system, glutamatergic neurons (excitatory) directly project from the cortex to 

dopaminergic neurons in the VTA. These dopaminergic neurons project into the prefrontal 

cortex. In a neurotypical brain, the direct firing of glutamatergic neurons onto dopaminergic 

neurons would result in increased dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex (Howes et al., 2015; 

McCutcheon et al., 2019). However, a hypofunction of NDMA receptors on the dopaminergic 
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neurons diminishes the likelihood of them firing, in turn lowering the levels of dopamine in the 

prefrontal cortex. This is a potential mechanism that explains dopamine hypoactivity in the 

mesocortical system in individuals with schizophrenia (McCutcheon et al., 2019; O’Donnell & 

Grace, 1998). 

Gene Expression 

 As mentioned previously, the expression, functionality, and affinity of NMDA receptor 

subunits is directed by the expression of its subunit genes: GRIN1, GRIN2A-D, and GRIN3A-B.  

Levels of gene expression for these subunits can be used as indicators of NMDA receptor 

function. An up-regulation of GRIN1 indicates that there is increased production of protein that 

formulates the GLUN1 receptor subunit. Whereas down-regulation of GRIN1 indicates that there 

is a decrease in protein production that constructs the GLUN1 receptor subunit (Mimmack et al., 

2002).  

A change in gene expression regulation can be measured using gene fold change as a unit 

of measurement that depicts a difference in gene expression quantity between various 

environmental conditions, such as drug treatment groups (McCarthy & Smyth, 2009). It can also 

be used to identify the molecular signature of a disease such as schizophrenia (Hemby et. al., 

2002). In humans, it has been observed that specific DNA methylation of GRIN1 and GRIN2A 

are associated with the diagnoses of schizophrenia (Inoue et al., 2010). In a case study of 375 

schizophrenic patients, there was a weak association between the down regulation of GRIN2A 

and smaller hippocampal and amygdala volume in the brains of patients with schizophrenia. The 

authors surmised that this down regulation could account for cognitive (working memory) and 

affective (anhedonia) symptoms (Inoue et al., 2010).  
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Sex Differences  

Potential difference in gene expression alteration of GRIN1 and GRIN2A can also be used to 

assess the etiology of gender differences observed in individuals with schizophrenia. For 

example, female humans with schizophrenia have increased NMDA receptor density compared 

to men (Wickens et al., 2018). This may account for men having a higher predisposition and 

earlier age of onset compared to women (Wickens et al., 2018).  

Animal Models of Schizophrenia  

Due to the complex biological nature of the disorder, assessing molecular mechanisms in 

live subjects has been limited to neuroanatomy which does not provide sufficient information. 

Examination of the disorder at a molecular level has been possible only through postmortem 

tissue, making animal models of schizophrenia essential (Harrison, 2000) by allowing 

researchers to examine the etiology of schizophrenia from multiple perspectives: 

pharmacological, neurodevelopmental, and genetic. Creating any animal model of schizophrenia 

involves inducing damage or change to the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus functionality of 

the rodent brain (Lee & Zhou, 2019). One of the most common methods of modeling 

schizophrenia in a rodent is continuous administration of NMDA receptor antagonist drugs such 

as Phencyclidine (PCP), dizocilpine (MK-801), or Ketamine. The current study selected the 

ketamine model of schizophrenia because it has been known to consistently induce positive, 

negative, and cognitive symptoms in humans, rodents, monkeys, and zebrafish. Ketamine is a 

non-competitive NMDA receptor antagonist, which means that the binding of ketamine to 

NMDA makes it difficult for glutamate to bind effectively and results in the hypofunction of 

NMDA receptors (NMDA receptor hypothesis) and an excessive amount of glutamate that 

cannot be transmitted (glutamate hypothesis of schizophrenia) in the prefrontal cortex and 
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hippocampus (Becker et al., 2003). This allows for researchers to examine the pathophysiology 

of schizophrenia from a neurobiological approach.  

Gaps in the Literature 

Although there have been a plethora of studies that use animal models of schizophrenia to 

address the pathophysiology of the illness, more research should be conducted as a means of 

developing better treatment options. A potential avenue of examination is the role of gene 

expression alterations in prefrontal cortex. Most studies that assess gene expression alterations in 

the rodent brain tend to measure expression while in utero or early in development (Liu et al., 

2011; Donegan et al., 2020). This is problematic because schizophrenia is a late onset disorder 

presenting symptoms during early to late adolescence and early adulthood. Though 13–21 years 

old and 21–33 years are widely considered to be adolescence and early adulthood, respectively, 

these timeframes correspond to approximately post-natal days (PNDs) 40–60 in rats. Regardless 

of species, sensitive neural development is occurring within these timeframes allowing the brain 

to be vulnerable to insult and injury. Thus, understanding the manifestation of the illness on a 

molecular level could provide more insight into the pathology of the illness (Plitman et al., 

2014).  

In addition, alterations of NMDAR subunits GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the prefrontal cortex 

of animal models of schizophrenia have been inconsistent. In a study conducted by Uttl and 

colleagues (2018), a 2-week treatment of dizocilpine (MK-801) was administered to male Long-

Evans rats at two different age points: PND 30 or PND 60. Their study found that there were no 

significant changes in the level of NMDA receptor subunits in the hippocampus (Uttl et al., 

2018). In addition, the study had a restricted sample size to only 10 Long-Evans rats of only one 

sex. However, another study conducted by Liu and colleagues (2011) found that subcutaneous 
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injections of 20mg/kg of ketamine during early development (PND7) showed significant 

alteration of GRIN1 and GRIN2A gene expression in the prefrontal cortex of Sprague-Dawley 

rats. Differences in findings between the two studies could be due to the species of rat, age of 

drug administration, type of model (MK-801 vs. Ketamine), dosage of drug, and time differences 

between day of last injection and day of sacrifice.  

Aim of the Present Study  

Given the gaps in the literature, the aim of the current study is exploratory, examining 

temporal gene expression of GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the brains of adolescent Long-Evans rats 

using a ketamine model of schizophrenia. In the current study, male and female adolescent Long-

Evans rats were administered ketamine or saline via intraperitoneal injection daily between 

postnatal day (PND) 40–49, since this is the age range of late adolescence for Long-Evans Rats. 

One male and one female from each cohort was randomly assigned to be euthanized on PND 50, 

55, 60, or 65 to assess the temporal effects of ketamine on gene expression alterations of GRIN1 

and GRIN2A in the prefrontal cortex. In addition, due to there being sex differences present in 

the manifestation and symptomology of schizophrenia, male and female subjects were assessed. 

Given that this is an exploratory study, it was hypothesized that ketamine treated animals would 

show significant differences in gene expression alternation, for both GRIN1 and GRIN2A, in the 

prefrontal cortex across the four extraction time points. Additionally, due to their being a sex 

difference present in the manifestation of the disorder, it was also hypothesized that male rats 

treated with ketamine would have higher levels of gene expression change for both GRIN1 and 

GRIN2A compared to females at all timepoints.   
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Chapter 2: Method  

All procedures proposed for this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee at Radford University prior to initiating the study. Experiments were conducted 

within the Psychology Department’s vivarium where animals were housed on a 12-hour:12-hour 

light: dark cycle in a temperature and humidity-controlled environment with ad libitum access to 

food and water. 

Subjects  

The rats used in this study were bred within the Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience 

vivarium. Original breeding stock was obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, 

Massachusetts). For this study, 10 genetically distinct cohorts were used (N=160). Each cohort 

was composed of eight males (four ketamine and four saline) and eight females (four ketamine 

and four saline). Each cohort was completed by using two sister litters.  

Ketamine Injections 

 Rats were injected interperitoneally (I.P.) with ketamine 30mg/kg in 0.9% saline or 0.9% 

saline (vehicle). The injections were administered consecutively between postnatal day 40 to 

postnatal day 49 with alteration of side of abdominal cavity which covers a late adolescent time 

frame in rats. Daily dosage was determined based on bodyweight of rat. 

Brain Tissue collection and RNA isolation  

On PND 50, 55, 60, and 65 whole brains were extracted via rapid decapitation and flash 

frozen on dry ice within five minutes. Rapid decapitation was selected to prevent gene 

expression alteration from the use of additional euthanasia chemicals. Out of the nine cohorts 

(N=144), gene expression analysis was performed on a total of 58 brains and whole brains were 

stored at -80° Celsius. The prefrontal cortex of the brain was dissected from the other brain tissue 
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prior to RNA isolation and homogenized using mortar pestle methods. Total RNA from 

prefrontal cortices was isolated using RNeasy Lipid Tissue Mini Kits. Total RNA yield was 

determined using a NanoDrop 2000/2000c spectrometer (ThermoFisher Scientic, Carlsbad 

California, United States). Gene expression levels of GRIN1 and GRIN2A were assessed using 

quantitative PCR (Guo et al., 2010). 

Gene Expression Analysis   

The specific materials for this study were selected based on a study conducted by Guo et 

al. (2010) wherein gene expression in the brains of rats was examined. Briefly, gene expression 

levels of GRIN1 and GRIN2A were determined via Q-PCR using TaqMan assays (Thermo 

Fisher scientific, Carlsbad, California, United States). The following TaqMan probes were used: 

Grin1 (NR1:Rn01236038_m1) and GRIN2A (NR2A:Rn01424654_m1). Beta-actin (Actb: 

Rn00667869_m1) wase used as an endogenous control. cDNA was prepared using qScript™ 

cDNA SuperMix (QuantaBio Sciences, VWR, United States). Each assay was run with 

TaqMan™ Fast Advanced Master Mix without AmpErase UNG (Thermo Fisher scientific, 

Carlsbad, California, United States). Cycling condition was determined based on master mix 

recommendations found in the Script™ cDNA SuperMix (QuantaBio Sciences, VWR, United 

States) protocols and the TaqMan™ Fast Advanced Master Mix without AmpErase UNG 

(Thermo Fisher scientific, Carlsbad, California United States) protocol.  

Quantification        

The fold change equation was used to measure the degree of gene expression change 

(upregulation or down regulation). The comparative CT method (ΔCT) was used to determine 

relative quantity of gene expression. The fold change equation (ΔΔCT=ΔCT (treated)-ΔCT 

(control)) was used to measure the degree of gene expression change (upregulation or down 
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regulation) between the final and original value. These equations have been selected as per Livak 

& Schmittgen (2001).  

Statistical Analysis plan  

For the current study, a separate 2 (sex) x 2 (treatment) x 4 (Timepoint) mixed-model 

ANOVA was used to assess gene expression for GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the prefrontal cortex. 

Post hoc analysis was conducted for GRIN1 due to there being an interaction present. Existence 

of main effects for GRIN1 lead to further probing by conducting a 2 (treatment) x 4 (timepoint) 

ANOVA for both males and females.  
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Chapter 3: Results  

Adolescent male and female Long Evans rats (N=160) received either saline or 30 mg/kg 

ketamine via intraperitoneal injections daily for ten consecutive days (PND 40–49). However, 

due to limited quantities of TaqMan assay solutions, only 58 brain samples, chosen randomly, 

were processed for genetic analysis. This randomization led to variability in the number of 

samples for each group with values ranging 1-8. Three of the 58 samples were not able to be 

sequenced for either GRIN1 and GRIN2A genes due to PCR or assay error. Additionally, a few 

of the final calculated values were noticeably outside of the typical range for this technique, but 

the low sample size in certain groups made outlier determinations statistically impossible. For 

these expression values, the data was trimmed to 200. This value was determined by calculating 

mean without the high values included, then choosing a value slightly larger than one standard 

deviation above the mean. This trimming allowed us to maintain data within the overall analysis 

that may have been artificially inflated by the technique itself while preserving the fact that these 

high values likely represented true increases in gene expression. Out of the 55 samples that were 

processed successfully, a total of seven samples were redefined to values of 200. Three of the 

seven samples were for GRIN1 and four were for GRIN2A. A depiction of the number of 

samples per condition can be seen in table 1.  

Body Weight 

A 2 (sex) X 2 (drug) X 4 (timepoint) repeated measures ANOVA performed on body 

weights collected from PND 40 to PND 49 revealed a significant main effect of days [F(9,360) = 

312.57, p = < .001, ηp 
2 = .89], a significant main effect of sex [F(1,40) = 152.98, p = < .001, ηp 

2 = 

.99], and a significant days x sex interaction [F(9, 360) = 35.99, p = < .001, ηp 
2 = .47]. Please see 

Figure 1 for graphical depiction. This analysis was conducted as a measure of overall health in 
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our animals given that chronic injections can be stressful. Weight loss or plateau during 

adolescence can be an indication of major pain or distress that could be affecting the animals. 

 GRIN1 Gene Fold Change  

A 2 (sex; male and female) X 2 (treatment; saline and ketamine) X 4 (timepoint; PND 50, 

55, 60. and 65) ANOVA performed on GRIN1 gene expression levels failed to reveal main 

effects of sex or treatment but did reveal a significant main effect of timepoint [F(3, 35) = 13.31, p 

< .001, ηp
2 = .533; See Figure 2]. Additionally, there is a significant three-way interaction 

between sex, treatment, and timepoint [F(3, 35) = 4.38, p = .01, ηp
2 = .273]. Tukey’s HSD test for 

multiple comparisons found that the mean value of GRIN1 gene fold change at PND 55 was 

significantly different from all other timepoints (p < .001 in all comparisons).  

To further examine the three-way interaction between sex, treatment, and timepoint, 

separate 2 (treatment) x 4 (timepoint) ANOVAs were performed on GRIN1 gene expression 

levels in males and females. The results from the analysis on the data collected from males 

indicated that there were a significant effects of treatment [F(1, 16) = 97.057, p <.001, ηp
2 = .858], 

timepoint [F(1, 16) = 149.126, p < .001, ηp
2 = .965}, and a significant interaction between treatment 

and timepoint [F(3, 16) = 97.281, p = <.001, ηp
2 = .948; See Figure 3A] on GRIN1 gene expression 

However, the analysis conducted on female data indicates that the was only a significant effect of 

timepoint on GRIN1 expression [F(3, 19) = 3.426, p = .038, ηp
2 = .351; See Figure 3B]. 

Additionally, due to the main effect of timepoint in the overall analysis, a 2 (treatment) x 

2 (sex) ANOVA was conducted on the PND 55 data. The results indicated a significant sex x 

treatment interaction at PND55 such that male saline animals had the highest gene expression 

while male ketamine animals expressed the lowest values. However, females did not differ in 
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GRIN1 expression values based on treatment group [F(1, 14) = 5.93, p = .035, ηp
2 = .372; See 

Figure 4].  

GRIN2A Gene Fold Change 

A 2 (sex) x 2 (treatment) x 4 (timepoint) ANOVA was conducted to determine if there 

were any differences in gene fold change for GRIN2A between males and females, ketamine vs. 

saline; and timepoints of extraction in our animals. The analysis indicated that there were no 

significant main effects nor interactions among any of the variables. Graphical depictions can be 

found in Figure 5. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion  

The current study assessed the effect of ketamine administration on the temporal gene 

expression of glutamate receptors, specifically the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 

subunits GRIN1 and GRIN2A, in the prefrontal cortex of rats. This experiment was designed 

primarily based on the glutamate theory of schizophrenia, which states that a dysregulation in the 

production of glutamate in the brain may account for many of the symptoms present in patients 

diagnosed within the spectrum of schizophrenia disorders. Imbalances in central nervous system 

glutamate levels are likely to lead to alterations in glutamatergic receptors, like NMDA. 

Specifically, receptor numbers and/or receptor composition may be impacted. These receptor 

alterations lead to a dysregulation in expression levels for genes that encode for NDMA receptor 

subunits such as GRIN1 and GRIN2A, which then leads to more disruption of glutamate 

neurotransmission.  

To verify that ketamine injections did not adversely affect the general health of the 

animals, body weight data were collected and analyzed (Harris et al., 1998). In healthy rodents, 

significant body weight increases are expected across the adolescent growth period for both 

sexes, although males weigh more than females at all ages (Ghasemi et al., 2021). Consistently, 

the present study confirmed that body weights for both males and females did increase across the 

ten injection dates and males did weigh more than females at every timepoint. This confirmation 

of healthy body weights and expected growth can help to rule out the potential effect of stress on 

gene expression alterations for the genes of interest (Mikasova et al., 2017).  

The primary findings of this study indicate that GRIN1 gene expression may be a crucial 

contributor to the pathophysiology of schizophrenia spectrum disorders. However, GRIN2A 

gene expression was unaffected in this study. The combination of a main effect of timepoint and 
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a three-way interaction between sex, treatment, and timepoint on GRIN1 gene expression is 

likely indicative of the complex nature of schizophrenia as a disorder. While overall there were 

no main effects of sex and treatment, probing the three-way interaction revealed that the patterns 

of GRIN1 expression was different between males and females. In males’ prefrontal cortex, there 

was a significant simple interaction between treatment and timepoint for GRIN1 gene 

expression. In females, there was only a main effect of timepoint.  

An abundance of literature would suggest that levels of gene expression for GRIN1 

should be elevated shortly after ketamine administration, specifically at a 6-hour timepoint post- 

injection (Guo et al. 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Zou et al. 2009). This 6-hour timepoint is widely 

used due to the fact that the metabolism of ketamine in humans and rodents follows first-order 

kinetics with a half-life of 2.5 hours (Liu et al., 2012). Importantly, the quick change in gene 

expression would promote the idea that rats sacrificed on PND 50 (within approximately 24 

hours of last dose) might show the most upregulation of GRIN1. However, this study found that 

both male and female rats displayed significantly higher levels of GRIN1 on PND 55 (6 days 

post treatment) compared to all other timepoints. 

 The fact that ketamine is still impacting gene expression 6 days post injection is 

supported by literature that indicates ketamine can have prolonged effects, even after plasma 

levels of ketamine can no longer be detected. These prolonged effects of ketamine can be 

attributed to the slow dissociation of ketamine from the NMDA receptor, which results in a 

blockade that lasts for periods of time that surpass 6 hours post treatment. This blockade reduces 

the functionality and activity of the NMDA receptor and leads to an up-regulation in gene 

expression of NDMA receptor subunits (Sleigh et al., 2014). Studies choosing to examine the 

effects of ketamine within six hours may also do so because of reported rapid shifts in gene 
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regulation. In a study conducted by Kim and colleagues (2022), assessment of gene expression 

24-hours post-treatment revealed dramatic rebounding effects. If gene expression levels were 

high at 6 hours post-treatment, then levels of gene expression would likely begin to decrease 

around 12 hours and then be unaffected at 24 hours. Since brains for the current study were 

obtained approximately 24 hours post-treatment for animals that were sacrificed on PND 50, this 

may explain why there were no differences in gene expression levels for GRIN1 at this 

timepoint.  

The prolonged effects of ketamine at a molecular level may underlie the complex 

interaction between sex and treatment for GRIN1 expression at PND 55. Overall, GRIN1 levels 

were high for both males and females for this timepoint when compared to all other timepoints, 

regardless of treatment. The increases seen in the saline groups were originally unexpected. 

However, this may indicate a massive importance of PND 55 to developmental structure and 

function in the prefrontal cortex. As mentioned previously, glutamate has complex and 

multifaceted functions in the brain, one of which being a promoter of neurogenesis during key 

neurodevelopmental periods such as early development and early to late adolescence (Mattson, 

2008). During these key neurodevelopmental periods, such as late adolescence, influx in GRIN1 

has been observed in multiple areas of the brain, potentially accounting for the significant 

increase in gene expression of GRIN1 at PND 55 (late adolescence) for saline treated animals 

(Lin et al., 2023). Although current literature does provide some insight into the potential 

mechanism underlying the current results, there should be future studies that examine the 

temporal effects of ketamine on gene expression of NMDA receptor subunits for both prolonged 

and hourly timepoints. This could further clarify what is potentially occurring between the 

timepoints used for this study. 
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Furthermore, a comparison of treatment effects within this PND 55 timepoint indicates 

different patterns of gene expression change between the sexes. Though ketamine exposure 

would be expected to increase GRIN1 gene expression levels (Shi et al., 2010), the data from 

female brains showed no difference between ketamine and saline. Surprisingly, GRIN1 

expression levels were lowest for males treated with ketamine at this timepoint. One plausible 

explanation for this result could be that males are experiencing higher levels of neuronal cell 

death. In a study conducted by Mohn and colleagues (1999), breeding mice with substantially 

lowered levels of GIN1 were used to show a correlation of GRIN1 levels and behaviors that were 

like those in schizophrenia. Additionally, in a study conducted by Intson and colleagues (2019), 

juvenile mice that had a GRIN1 loss of function displayed a reduction of white matter volumes. 

Indications of persistent neurodegeneration was evident in adult mice with the same mutation. 

These patterns found in the literature assist in understanding the pattern found in males at PND 

55. 

Contrary to the pattern found in PND 55 males, GRIN1 gene expression levels in females 

on PND 55 did not differ between treatments. Published literature suggests that females are 

typically more protected from neurodegeneration stemming from insults such as drug abuse and 

stroke due to females having higher levels of neuroprotectants like estrogen (Brann et al., 2007). 

Additional studies assessing differences in risk of stroke between sexes have reported a pattern 

of females being less likely to have strokes prior to menopause, a time in which estrogen levels 

in women decrease (Hochner-Celnikier et al., 2002; Murphy et al., 2004). This neuroprotective 

pattern discussed in the literature could explain the reason for a lack of difference in GRIN1 

subunit gene expression for females but not males.  
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Although findings in the literature assist in understanding the pattern observed for GRIN1 

in this project, it must be noted that there was only a total of two samples analyzed for saline-

treated males sacrificed on PND 55. Both samples were trimmed to 200 as described above. This 

low sample size and trimming is not ideal and must be interpreted with caution.   

Results from this study indicate that there are no main effects nor any interactions 

between sex, timepoint, and treatment for GRIN2A gene expression in the prefrontal cortex. 

Based on prior literature, it was hypothesized that ketamine would influence gene expression 

levels of GRIN2A. However, this literature primarily consisted of prenatal and early 

developmental models of ketamine exposure (Liu et al., 2019; Donegan et al., 2020). After 

further assessment of the literature, it became evident that the effects of ketamine on the gene 

expression of GRIN2A may be age dependent and plateau prior to adolescence (Farber et al., 

1995; Martucci et al., 2003; Matta et al., 2013; Uttl et al., 2018). Consistently, a study conducted 

by Uttl and colleagues (2018) assessed the effect of MK-801 across two age groups in rats 

(adolescence and adulthood) and found no significant effect of treatment on gene expression 

alterations for GRIN2A in either age group. It is possible that, due to the current study examining 

the effects of ketamine during adolescence through early adulthood, nonsignificant changes in 

gene expression for GRIN2A were observed.  

Further, the lack of interaction found for GRIN2A may also be attributed to the 

mechanism of NMDA receptor activation, which involves the binding of both a glycine molecule 

to GRIN1 subunit and glutamate to GRIN2A subunit. Alteration in the function, affinity, or 

quantity of either receptor subunit will prevent the activation of the NMDA receptor. Ketamine 

has been shown to reduce levels of glycine which could account for alterations in GRIN1 found 

but not GRIN2A (Yamamoto et. al., 2015). Under ideal conditions, plasma levels of glycine 
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could have been measured as a secondary confirmation for the pattern observed for GRIN1 and 

as a means of further understanding the lack of pattern for GRIN2A. Current literature suggests 

that glycine  may also play a role the pathophysiology of schizophrenia (Heresco-Levy et al., 

1999; Javitt et al., 2001; Neeman et al., 2005). In post-mortum studies examining the brains of 

individuals with schizophrenia, it was found that there was a reduction in glycine plasma levels 

(Neeman et al., 2005; Waziri, 1988). Current clinical trials that use glycine augmentation 

treatments for individuals with schizophrenia have found that there is significant improvement in 

negative and cognitive symptoms (Heresco-Levy et al., 1999; Javitt et al., 2001). Future research 

could benefit from further examining the roles of glycine and its down-stream effects on other 

neurotransmitters such as dopamine in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 

Due to the complexity of NMDA receptor development and pharmacokinetics of 

ketamine, the results of this study do not fully capture the mechanism by which symptoms of 

schizophrenia manifest. However, the current study added to the known literature by examining 

the temporal effect of ketamine on gene expression of GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the prefrontal 

cortex. Importantly, NMDA receptors play an integral role in regulating a variety of neurological 

functions across the nervous system and fluctuate across lifespan. In addition, the activation of 

NMDA receptors in one brain region may affect the downstream activity of NMDA receptors in 

other brain regions. Thus, findings of gene expression levels for GRIN1 and GRIN2A in the 

prefrontal cortex may be different than what would be found in the hippocampus or thalamus 

since both regions are implicated in neural processes that are driven by glutamate, such as neural 

pruning and neurogenesis, especially during adolescence (Hu et al., 2014). Therefore, under ideal 

conditions, analysis of GRIN1 and GRIN2A should be conducted in more than one brain region 
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as a means of further understanding or supporting the findings of a study exploring the 

mechanisms that underlie the disorder.  

Additional limitations for this study included a drastically diminished sample size as 

compared to the initial plan due to technological constraints and financial limitations. The 

current study used TaqMan assays to assess gene expression as it is the current preferred 

technique in the field (Guo et al., 2010; O’Connor & Glynn, 2010). TaqMan is a precise assay 

that uses target-specific probes that produce a fluorescent signal as the DNA multiplies (Tajadini 

et al., 2014). However, the high costs associated with these precision assays and probes seriously 

limited the sample size in this study. An alternative to TaqMan assays would have been methods 

utilizing SYBR green. The SYBR green technique is based on free-floating fluorescent dyes that 

bind to all double stranded DNA in a particular sample and increase overall fluorescence when 

bound. However, this lack of specificity during binding in the SYBR green assay is known to 

yield a high rate of false positives, which then leads most researchers to complete further 

optimizations in order to yield quality data (Ponchel et al., 2003; Tajadini et al., 2014). 

Unfortunately, if optimization is necessary with SYBR green, the use of high-performance 

primers and advanced markers makes this technique time intensive and just as expensive as 

TaqMan. Ultimately, geneticists prefer to use TaqMan assays over alternative price-effective 

techniques such as SYBR green for higher precision and time efficiency (Ponchel et al., 2003; 

Tajadini et al., 2014; Gangisetty & Reddy, 2009).  

Future studies, conducted with appropriate funding mechanisms in place, should use 

TaqMan assays for gene expression of numerous receptor subunits, in a multitude of brain 

regions. However, an alternative approach would be to utilize microarray analysis of genetic 

changes which can assess all NMDA receptor subunits, synaptic modulators (Nptx2), early 
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growth response genes (Egr or Fos), and brain-derived neurotrophic factors in the same assay. 

Analysis of these could assist in deciphering if gene expression alterations to GRIN1 and 

GRIN2A after ketamine administration are a compensatory response or indication of neuro-

apoptosis. In a study conducted by Kim and colleagues (2022), ketamine infusions followed by a 

24-hour recovery period in adolescent rats led to an upregulation of brain-derived neurotropic 

factor 1 (BDNF) and multiple transcription factors, all of which play a vital role in promoting 

neurogenesis and preventing neural apoptosis (Kim et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2019; 

Yon et al., 2005; Zou et al., 2009).   

To support involvement of these additional factors in gene expression, including an 

immunohistochemistry analysis cell quantification for these markers in the brain regions of 

interest would be ideal. In studies examining cellular and neuroanatomical differences in 

postmortem brain samples of individuals with schizophrenia, it was found that there was a 

reduction in somal volume and dendritic spine density in the hippocampus (Hu et al., 2014; 

Rajkowska et al., 1998). Additional methods for cell quantification can be used, such as terminal 

duTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) assay. In a study conducted by Shi and colleagues (2010), 

there was evidence of ketamine-induced neurodegeneration in the frontal cortex. More advanced 

techniques, such as a fluorescent double label, can be utilized in future studies to identify if 

GRIN1 or GRIN2A changes are co-occurring in cells that are undergoing cell death by co-

labeling for Fluoro-Jade B (FJB) (Liput et al., 2013). Cell quantification paired with all other 

suggestions presented could further assist in understanding the mechanism underlying the 

disorder of schizophrenia.  

The examination of other glutamate receptor functions or quantity in the brain could be 

an additional avenue for future research. In addition to NMDA receptors being studied for their 
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role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, α-Amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-

isoxazole propionic acid (AMPA) and kainate receptors have also been identified as presenting 

abnormal functions and quantities in the brain of individuals with schizophrenia. Studies 

examining the gene expression of both kainate and AMPA receptors have found that there are 

also similar trends in varying gene expression profiles for the receptor subunits across brain 

regions. In a study conducted by Meador-Woodruff (2001), analyses of gene expression for 

kainate receptor subunits in postmortem brains of individuals with schizophrenia indicated that 

there was low expression of gluR5, gluR6, and KA2. Similarly, studies examining AMPA 

receptor abnormalities in schizophrenia have also found a decrease in gene expression of 

receptor subunits in post-mortem brain samples (Yonezawa et al., 2022). Future research could 

focus on examining the dysregulation of AMPA, Kainate, and NMDA receptors and the role they 

play in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/propionic-acid
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Conclusion 

Schizophrenia is one of the most debilitating psychiatric ailments worldwide with 

symptoms arising during early adolescence. The pattern and progression of the disorder 

throughout the lifespan is different between males and females, and it may be partially explained 

by the complicated interaction with glutamate receptor gene expression found in this study. 

While prior literature examining this has focused on gene expression alterations of NMDA 

receptor subunits GRIN1 and GRIN2A due to a theoretical hypofunction of NMDA receptors in 

schizophrenia, the overall goal of this study was to examine the temporal effects of ketamine 

exposure on gene expression alterations of GRIN1 and GRIN2A during late adolescence, as this 

is the developmental timeframe in which symptoms of schizophrenia spectrum disorder appear. 

The results of the study provide additional information to the current literature but highlight that 

the simplistic nature of a hypofunction theory may not capture the true complexity of the 

disorder. Understanding the effects of ketamine on NMDA receptor subunit gene expression 

across multiple brain regions and multiple pathways could cultivate a better understanding for 

not just the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, but also contribute to the pharmacogenomics of 

ketamine.  
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Table 1  

Number of Samples Per Condition 

 

Treatment Timepoint Males Females 

Saline 

50 2 2 

55 2 4 

60 5 2 

65 2 4 

Ketamine 

50 4 2 

55 4 4 

60 1 6 

65 4 3 

 

Note. The table above depicts the distribution of the 56 samples run for genetic analysis per 

condition.  
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Figure 1 

Changes in Body Weight Between Sex During Experimental Treatment 

 

Note. Weight gain is expected during adolescence and was used as a measure of overall health 

for study animals. Results indicated that rats developed normally with all animals gaining weight 

across the injection period. However, males weighed more and gained more weight than females 

across treatment days. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 2 

Sex X Treatment X Timepoint Effect in GRIN1 Gene Expression 

 

 

Note. The figures above depict an overall increase in GRIN1 gene expression for rats sacrificed 

on PND55 compared to all other timepoints regardless of sex (top) or treatment (bottom). Error 

bars represent standard error of the mean.  
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Figure 3 

Treatment X Timepoint Effect on GRIN1 Gene Expression for Males and Females 

 

Note. A further investigation of the PND55 effects shows that the pattern of GRIN1 gene 

expression is different in males and females. There was a significant effect of treatment in male 

animals where saline induced more gene expression than ketamine. In females, GRIN1 

expression was high at PND55 in both groups. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. 
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Figure 4 

Treatment x Sex Effect on GRIN1 Gene Expression on PND 55 

 

Note. There was a significant interaction between treatment and sex on PND 55. Saline- treated 

males had the highest and ketamine-treated males had the lowest GRIN1 gene expression on 

PND 55 while treatment did impact females at this timepoint.  Error bars represent standard error 

of the mean. 
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Figure 5 

Sex X Timepoint Effect on GRIN2A Gene Expression  

 

Note. There were no effects of sex, treatment, or timepoint on GRIN2A gene expression. Error 

bars represent standard error of the mean.  


